AN APPROACH FOR DETERMINATING ROTOR BLADE LOADS
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An approach of predicting the rotor blad
loads is presented in this paper.
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Predicting rotor blade loads have been

new" full scale rotor blade loads. In inves-

one of the important problem that rotor de-

tigation, the aerodynamic loads of blade were

signer faces. The methods of

considered as combination of two parts , one

blade loads have been studied by many re-

is the function of the blade deflections and an-:

searchers in the past time. Now, the develop-

other , which is equal for two blade consider-

ment in structural dynamics , aerodynamics
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and aerolastics of blade have made the meth-

This approach combinating the test data and

ods predicting rotor blade loads improved con-

theory analysis predictes the rotor blade loads

tinuously. Even so, these mot hods are only

in terms of geometric scale between rotor

partly successful in

blades. For steady forward flight, the equa-

loads considering that the available results can

tion of determinating the blade loads were

only be obtained in respective definite condi-

drived. Finally, an example is given to illus-

tions. As one way, the rotor blade loads iden-

trate this approach.
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which compute rotor blade loads from the re-
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one is expressed as the function of the blade
deflections , another is not, so that the part
as the function of blade deflection can be fur-

The blade deflection at location r can be represented in terms of a Fourier series.
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Using the formula of trigonometric function,
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P 0 (r ,\jl) which is not the function of blade de-
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flection can be written as:

blade. Using the equation (14), the aerody-
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can be obtained.

Conse-

quently, the aerodynamic loads { fi,k} which is
not the function of scale blade deflection can

TRANSFORMING EQUATIONS

be written in terms geometric scale as
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Using the generalized coordination, the

Also, using the equation (14) and equation

vibrations equations of the blade can be writ-

(8) for scale rotor blade 1 the genrealized co-
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ordination of scale blade can be determined,

monic mode involved, here, the five modes, ·

then, the scale rotor blade aerodynamic loads

this analysis can get a good coorelation be-

which is the function of scale blade function

tween the assumed loads and predicted loads.

can be calculated, then the aerodynamic forces

So, the present analysis is a effective way of

of scale rotor blade are calculttted as:

predicting the blade loads.
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REMARK
EXAMPLE
The rotor blade loads identification and
A computer program has been developed

loads transforming between geometric scale

to calculate the aerodynamic forces from the

rotor blades applied to predicte aerodynamic

scale rotor blade load analysis. For illustrat-

loads in steady forward flight is an available

ing the analysis and computer program, the

way. Even though there are no experimental

two cantilevels with respective mode shape

data available for comprision with the predic-

[cp],[cp] ...,, and vibration force, ([r][cp]hl

tions, only computed results are presented.

+ {P,})sinwt, ([r],..,,[cp],..,, {q 1},..,,+ {P,},..,,)

An important feature of present method is its

sin cut, are assumed. In vibration forces, the

ability to predicte the rotor blade loads from

part [r][cp]{q;}sin"'t is the force relating the

only geometric scale rotoi blade response.

blade deflection, and the part {P 1 }sincut is the

This method has an obvious effect in using the

force no relation with blade deflection. The

model rotor test results. But, it is necessary

aerodynamic loads parts of both cantilevels

to note that the aim of this method is only to

· which are not function of blade deflection are

investigate a new ·way to predicting the rotor

assumed equally, so as to stimulate the force

blade loads combinating the experiment and

of two scale rotor blade. To investigate the ef-

theory analysis and need further investigated.

fect of mode numbers, the first three, five,
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